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Abstract 
Organ-on-a-Chip (OOC) devices have seen major advances in the last years with respect to biological 

complexity, physiological composition and biomedical relevance. In this context, integration of 

vasculature has proven to be a crucial element for long-term culture of thick tissue samples as well as 

for realistic pharmacokinetic, toxicity and metabolic modelling. With the emergence of digital 

production technologies and the reinvention of existing tools, a multitude of design approaches for 

guided angio- and vasculogenesis is available today. The underlying production methods can be 

categorized into biosynthetic, biomimetic and self-assembled vasculature formation. The diversity 

and importance of production approaches, vascularization strategies as well as biomaterials and cell 

sourcing are illustrated in this work. A comprehensive technological review with a strong focus on 

the challenge of producing physiologically relevant vascular structures is given. Finally, the remaining 

obstacles and opportunities in the development of vascularized Organ-on-a-Chip platforms for 

advancing drug development and predictive disease modelling are noted. 

1. Introduction
In order to keep up with the medical promises of the 21st century regarding cost- and resource-

efficient availability of drugs, predictive disease modelling and personalized medicine, there is an 

urgent need for powerful, highly reliable and physiological relevant in vitro tissue models. Up to now, 

comparably simple, two-dimensional cell cultures still represent the routine assays for the industrial 

screening of pharmaceutical substances1. Their popularity is primarily based on their low production 

and maintenance costs, established validation methods, and the possibility of fully automated, high-

throughput screening2. However, despite their popularity, the current screening methods are prone 

to result in “late fails” in the drug development pipeline. These refer to drug candidates that appear 

promising in the first two development phases and only reveal serious side effects in clinical trials on 

patients3,4. According to expert estimates, the effective avoidance of these failures would lead to cost 

and time savings of up to 50 %5.  

To overcome these limitations and improve effectiveness in preclinical trials, research turned to 

three-dimensional cell cultures and scaffold based tissue models6. Amongst these, multicellular 

spheroids gained particular attention. Spheroid cultures have led to many discoveries with respect to 

cell behavior, drug efficiency and toxicity in the 2000’s due to their proximity in cell morphology7–13. 

In recent years, organoids as self-assembled 3D systems generated from progenitor cells have 

evolved as patient-specific, highly organ-mimicking systems for drug research14,15. These organ 

mimics stand out by enabling the inclusion of vasculature through incorporation of mesodermal 

progenitor cells16 or by cultivation in a perfusion chip17. However, their limited size, complicated 

connection to a perfusion system and extensive sourcing of progenitor cells so far inhibits broader 

industrial application of organoids as vascularized organ models. Difficulties in targeted vascular 

perfusion also apply to 3D-scaffolds, in which perfusion with medium is generally possible. Still, these 

approaches cannot recreate the exchange and variation of chemicals, oxygen supply or mechanical 

stimulation, and make the detection of metabolic products difficult18.  

Recently, Organ-on-a-Chip (OOC) devices, which emerged in the last decade, experience a boost in 

combination with digitalized manufacturing processes such as bioprinting. They offer enormous 

potential to bridge the gap between scalable production desired by industry and the cell biological 

complexity required for efficient and predictive use. OOCs are microfluidic devices that cultivate an 

arrangement of cells under continuous perfusion to simulate tissue or organ physiology19. With these 

chips, metabolic products can easily be detected, drug administration efficiently executed and 

nutrient supply realized via a mimicked blood flow20,21.  In the last ten years, major progress has been 

made in the speed and simplicity of the production process while increasing the complexity and 

physiological relevance of these devices22,23. Scalability, batch-production and high-throughput drug 



screening platforms are still not advanced enough for standard application in clinical research 

though24. 

To create even more relevant OOC devices, it is important to include vascular networks into the 

devices to ensure oxygen and nutrient supply at distances greater than the nutrient diffusion length 

of 100 – 200 µm25,26. In the human body, a hierarchical network of arteries and capillaries ranging 

from diameters in the millimeter range down to 10 µm27 exists. Endothelial lining of these vascular 

networks is extremely important to realistically mimic the uptake and distribution of nutrients or 

drugs, and hence to conduct physiologically relevant pharmacological or toxicological screening 

studies28. This becomes even more important for cancer studies and predictive disease modelling, as 

the biomolecule permeability, uptake of drugs, transport of secondary cell types and control of 

hydration levels are important therapy markers29,30.  

This paper will give a comprehensive overview of design approaches towards vascularized OOC 

devices. The versatility of production technologies, vascularization strategies, choice of materials and 

cell types will be summarized, depicted and critically discussed. To this date, a lack of a clear 

definition that outlines vascularized, three-dimensional OOC devices has hampered categorizing and 

crosscutting evaluation of these powerful bioengineering tools. In this article, we will therefore take 

a first step to illustrate, interpret and differentiate various OOC designs. Particular emphasis is given 

to those approaches that enable multicellular, spatially organized OOCs with open, perfusable and 

connected channel systems. These are categorized into biomimetic, biosynthetic, and self-assembled 

vascular structures and critically evaluated by their proximity to the anatomy and physiology of their 

native counterpart.  

2. Cells and materials in Organs-on-a-Chip 

As a first step in planning the production of an Organ-on-a-Chip, careful consideration has to be given 

to the selection of cell types and biomaterials suitable to mimic the desired tissue of interest. In 

particular, type, origin and spatial distribution of tissue specific stromal as well as parenchymal cells 

need to be analyzed. The following paragraphs elaborate on the cytological as well as ECM-related 

facets of OOCs with a primary focus on five exemplary organs (heart, lung, brain, liver, and kidney) 

that are of general interest in this field of research (Table 1). 

According to Majno, three major groups of vascular endothelium can be found throughout the 

human body. The endothelium can exhibit a continuous cellular lining as present in muscle, brain and 

lung tissue, contain fenestrae like in the kidney, or have a discontinuous lining as found in the liver 31 

(Table 1 and Figure 1). The shape and form of the microvascular network strongly depends on the 

specific organ domain and function. In the heart, the microvascular network is aligned with the 

myofibers32, while it forms a spherical cluster in the kidney glomerulus for optimized waste product 

absorption33,34. At the same time, a high capillary number and density can be observed for both 

organs (Figure 1 A and D)35. In addition, differences in the cross-sectional morphology of capillaries 

are present. While the inner diameter of capillaries found in myocardium and the brain tissue is 

comparable36, the thickness of cerebral capillary walls is 10-times higher and contains only very few 

membrane vesicles to form a tight blood-brain-barrier37,38. The unique endothelial composition 

correlates with its specific function in the organ, which can be oxygen or nutrient transfer, waste 

product uptake or release. 

For the before mentioned reasons, reproducing the morphological and structural arrangement of the 

endothelium is of high relevance for the design of vascularized OOC. In addition, the thickness, 

composition and elastic modulus of the basal lamina, which differs for each organ, has to be 



considered for the selection of an appropriate ECM-material that closely resembles the native 

environment.  

2.1. Choice of Cells 
Thoughtful cell type selection is of vital interest for the design of meaningful tissue models. The 

decision for and sourcing of primary cells, stem cells or established cell lines has been extensively 

discussed in previous review articles32,39–41.  

The selection of cells primarily depends on the specific biological question and on the parts or 

function of an organ that are to be studied. However, the choice of endothelial cells (ECs) influences 

the shape as well as structure of the resulting vascular network and should therefore be critically 

evaluated. For instance, Paek et al. could show that organ-specific ECs (e.g. adipose microvascular 

endothelial cells or retinal ECs) result in a denser and finer capillary network than when human 

umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) were cultured in the same environment42. Regardless of this 

aspect, over 70 % of the reviewed studies on vascularized OOCs turned towards HUVEC as a source 

of primary ECs. Their availability and their potential to spontaneously form vascular lumen structures 

in combination with other cells were the main reasons for their usage. Only in a few cases cell types 

that represent the tissue of interest’s vasculature more closely, such as dermal microvascular ECs43, 

liver sinusoidal ECs44 or pulmonary microvascular ECs45,46, were selected. 

Apart from the EC source, the choice of co-culture cells greatly influences the shape and gene 

expression of the endothelium47, which was presented in detail by Campisi et al. for the blood-brain-

barrier. The morphology and connectivity of vascular networks between cultures of single ECs and 

co-cultures with brain astrocytes and pericytes strongly varied48. Fibroblasts and pericytes are 

stromal cells that affect microvascular network formation by secretion of growth factors and direct 

cell-cell interaction49. Half of the analyzed studies on vascularized OOCs use these as endothelial-

stabilizing cells. Others co-cultured hMSC with endothelial cells, as they improve capillary formation 

by secreting vascular endothelial growth factor50,51, exhibit the potential to differentiate towards 

smooth muscle cells (SMC)52 and are reliably available. 

An examples of a fully human, primary cell line based organ model was presented by Herland and co-

workers with primary human hepatocytes in combination with liver sinusoidal microvascular ECs as a 

membrane liver model44. For a retina-blood barrier model, Paek et al. chose human induced 

pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC)-derived retinal epithelial cells in combination with primary sourced 

retinal ECs and fibroblasts42. HiPSC were also used by Campisi et al. for a blood-brain barrier model 

with primary human pericytes and astrocytes48. The examples above demonstrated that both the 

source of endothelial cells as well as the choice of surrounding stromal and parenchymal cells has a 

significant influence on the shape and function of the constructed endothelium. This influence 

becomes especially important if e.g. the nutrient uptake or the absorption of drugs or nanoparticles 

through the endothelium is the goal of research. Still, for studies on specific biological interfaces, 

isolated impact of a specific cell type or arrangement, or for proof-of-concept studies of an OOC-

production method, this complex interaction may be less critical.   

2.2. Materials for the cellular microenvironment and microfluidic chip design 
In OOC devices, different material classes have to be selected for the extracellular matrix mimicking 

microenvironment and for the housing of the microfluidic chip. The choice of materials for the 

cellular microenvironment is very important for all OOC devices, as the interaction between cell and 

extracellular matrix (ECM) is crucial for organ function. The ECM provides cell adhesion ligands, is 

involved in the cells’ response to biochemical signals and thus ultimately affects its phenotype6. 

Materials available for the cellular microenvironment in vascularized OOC devices include polymers 



of synthetic origin, such as polyethylene glycol (PEG)53,54, naturally derived hydrogels like agarose and 

collagen55 as well as modified natural hydrogels like methacrylated gelatin (GelMA)22,23.  

Natural hydrogels often retain their biological activity, which is important for cell proliferation and 

differentiation. These materials offer arginine-glycine-aspartic-acid (RGD) amino acid sequences, 

which allow cell adhesion and proliferation by integrin-RGD binding56.  This group of materials 

includes collagen and its derivatives gelatin and GelMA, fibrin and hyaluronic acid (HA)23. Other 

hydrogels such as alginate and agarose only allow cell encapsulation due to a lack of such motifs. 

They can, however, be turned into bioactive materials by adding amino acid sequences similar to 

RGD57,58 or nanoparticle integration59,60. The same applies to PEG, which is a synthetic material and 

naturally not bioactive. The addition of RDG-motifs can provide bioactivity61, or it can be added to 

other hydrogels like GelMA to increase the mechanical stability52,62. 

In an attempt to provide even more biomimetic cell culture environments, some groups turn towards 

decellularized ECM extracted from animals or human patients63,64. Decellularized ECM offers a 

natural and organ-specific environment, but requires intensive preparation and has to be acquired 

from an animal or via human biopsy. Its limited availability and batch-to-batch variation hinder the 

use of decellularized ECM for large scale assays. However, the ability of cells to produce their own 

ECM in cell culture can be utilized to overcome this limited availability by precultivation of cells on 

petri dishes, in well plates or on scaffolds65. Various cell types such as fibroblasts, MSC or cancer cells 

provide native ECM material that includes all vital components such as proteoglycans and fibrous 

proteins like collagen, elastin and fibronectin66. By choosing a suitable cell type or co-culture 

combination, the composition of the cell-derived ECM can be tailored to the tissue type of choice and 

e.g. promote osteoblast differentiation or vascular formation67. The drawbacks of sourcing the 

biomaterial from cell-cultures are the low productivity, inhomogeneity of ECM composition and 

intensive decellularization. 

Besides its chemical composition, the materials’ mechanobiological properties play a vital role in cell 

culture, too. For instance, it is well known that the elastic modulus of a hydrogel highly influences cell 

proliferation68, differentiation of stem cells69 as well as gene expression of differentiated cells68. Each 

type of organ has its own ECM composition and specific elastic modulus (Table 1), which changes 

with age70 or illness71–74. The choice of material should aim for the appropriate stiffness, which is 

adjustable to a certain point by the degree of crosslinking as well as the concentration and 

composition of the chosen hydrogel. From a mechanical point of view, materials used for creating 

vascularized tissues are subject to partially conflicting requirements that are difficult to bring 

together. The necessity for a stiff and structural stable channel that withstands several weeks of 

dynamic culture opposes the need for a material exhibiting native vessel-like compliance75. When 3D-

printing is employed, the list of conflicting demands is extended by the materials’ rheology and 

printability76,77. Specifically designed blends of various hydrogels that balance stability, printability, 

stiffness and biological activity are a potential solution to this problem78–80. Balancing optimal 

material sourcing, bioactivity, cellular viability, differentiation and vessel formation with long-term 

mechanical stability under flow as well as good processability with the technology of choice is 

challenging and requires in-depth assessment.  

Finally, the materials for the microfluidic chip embedding the organ tissue should also be taken into 

consideration. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for instance is a widely-used, albeit not optimally suited 

material for OOC applications. Soft-lithography based PDMS molding is frequently reported in 

microfluidics and extensively used in OOC devices, even though PDMS itself cannot be used in the 

organ part of the device. PDMS cannot incorporate cells81, though it can be coated with hydrogels to 

allow for cell adhesion under perfusion82. Additionally, the mechanical and chemical nature of PDMS 

is not comparable to natural ECM and therefore does not mimic in vivo tissue. However, its 



popularity has so far remained unaffected by these limitations due to numerous advantages, such as 

its transparency, high flexibility, easy fabrication and low price. Even more, the application of PDMS 

in quantitative OOC assays is questionable, as small hydrophobic molecules like drugs or fluorescent 

markers diffuse into PDMS and affect the accuracy of metabolic assessments83,84. Lipophilic coating 

of PDMS85, plasma treatment86 or saturation of the PDMS surface with phospholipid polymers87 can 

prevent unintended protein uptake. Other materials such as polystyrene (PS) and PMMA show lower 

small protein absorption than PDMS, but also lower gas permeability and are difficult to 

process85,88,89. Borosilicate glass is the gold-standard in cell culture, because of its superior 

microscopic properties and high biocompatibility. Moreover, it exhibits a very low small molecule 

absorption and improved cell adhesion compared to PDMS. However, its challenging processing and 

the restricted geometrical complexity that can be achieved prevents the production of fully glass 

based OOCs90. Recently, materials that not only exhibit a low small molecule absorption, but are also 

3D-printable, have gained particular attention. They not only reduce unintended protein uptake, but 

also enable parallel printing of the chip itself and organ mimicking bioinks in a single process. For 

example, Lee and colleagues printed a PCL-based microfluidic chip that contained the bioprinted 

tissue sample. The chip exhibited a lower protein absorption than PDMS, but it also lacked 

transparency91. 

In conclusion, the ideal material for the production of Organ-on-a-Chip devices that offers 

transparency, biocompatibility, low side effects on quantitative assays as well as good processability 

is still not available and its discovery merits further investigation. 

Table 1: Selection of exemplary organs with their cellular components, vascular structure and characteristics, basal lamina 
components and elasticity. 

 Heart Lung Brain Liver Kidney 
Exemplary organ 

component 
Myocardium Alveolus Blood-brain-barrier Hepatic lobule Glomerulus 

Type of endothelial 
lining31 

Continuous Continuous Continuous Fenestrated Discontinuous 

Parenchymal and 
stromal cellular 

components 

Coronary ECs 
Pericytes 

Coronary fibroblasts 
Cardiomyocytes92 

Pulmonary ECs 
Alveolar type I cells 

Alveolar type II cells93 

Cerebral ECs 
Pericytes 

Astrocytes37 

Liver sinusoidal ECs 
Hepatocytes 
Stellate cells 

Dendrite cells36 

Glomerular ECs 
Glomerular mesangial cells 

Podocytes 
Epithelial cells94 

Capillary structure 

Dense capillary network 
with 8 µm average 

diameter, alignment along 
myofibers33,92 

Branched capillary 
network with many 

membrane vesicles for 
oxygen transport38 

Very tight and thick 
endothelium, small 

capillaries of 7-10 µm 
with few membrane 

vesicles37,38 

Highly perforated 
sinusoid of 10-40 µm 
diameter with gaps of 

100-200 nm in 
between47,95 

Dense network of perforated 
capillaries with fenestrae of 
60-80 nm in spherical cluster 

arrangement34,94 

Basal lamina Mainly collagen I and III 92 
Very thin (100 nm) with 

mainly collagen I96 

Very thin (20-100nm)38 
with mainly collagen IV 

and laminin97 

No lamina in 
sinusoids, only some 
in space of Disse 95 

Mainly collagen IV34 

Elastic modulus 
healthy tissue 

2 – 8 kPa98 
2 – 5 kPa96, increases with 

age70 
~3 kPa71 1 – 3 kPa72 2 – 4 kPa34 

Elastic modulus 
diseased tissue 

Increases with cardiac 
hypertrophy73 

Increases with fibrosis to 
up to 16 kPa74 

Reduced by Alzheimer’s 
disease to 2 kPa71 

2-4 old increase with 
fibrosis caused by 

hepatitis72 

Reduced by half by renal 
ischemia34, increased with 

fibrosis74 



 

 

Figure 1: Structural and cellular representation of myocardium (a), alveolus (b), blood-brain-barrier (c), kidney glomerulus 
(d) and hepatic lobule (e). Figures inspired by following publications for the myocardium92 (a), alveoli (b)45,96, blood-brain-
barrier37(c), glomerulus34,99 (d) and hepatic lobule95 (e). 

 



3. Fabrication of vascularized Organs-on-a-Chip 
Organs-on-a-Chip are not only applied during drug development as platforms for drug toxicity 

screening100, studies on the impact of nanoparticles101 or monitoring of pharmacokinetics and 

pharmacodynamics44, but also in fundamental research on angiogenesis102, tumor growth and 

spreading103 as well as on barrier function and permeability45,104. As versatile as these applications are 

the fabrication strategies for OOCs, which will be presented and discussed in this section. 

 

Vascularized OOCs can be classified regarding production, structure and material selection into the 

three categories biosynthetic, biomimetic and self-assembled, which are distinguished presented and 

discussed hereafter. According to existing classifications of biomaterials54,55, biosynthetic OOCs are 

defined as devices that spatially organize cells with synthetic materials, which remain within the 

tissue during cultivation and therefore do not exactly reproduce the biological tissue composition54. 

They typically include a layer, compartment or membrane of synthetic material that partially 

separates the cells in the area under investigation. In contrast, biomimetic OOCs try to recapitulate 

the native morphology and vascular tissue structure as close as possible with modern fabrication 

technologies55. They mostly include natural hydrogels as basis for the cellular microenvironment to 

allow cellular proliferation in three dimensions and add biological and mechanical cues similar to the 

in vivo condition. The vascular structures within these cellular arrangements are generated in various 

sizes and shapes depending on the selected biofabrication technique52,105. OOCs that utilize the 

capability of endothelial cells to create intricate vascular networks de novo via angiogenesis or 

vasculogenesis are denoted as self-assembled42,106  or self-ordered48 vascular networks in literature, 

and are defined as self-assembled microvascular networks in this work.  

3.1. Biosynthetic OOC devices 
In general, biosynthetic fabrication approaches apply synthetic elements to support the fabrication 

of spatially organized tissue mimics, which can be cultured and investigated under native perfusion 

conditions. The synthetic material is used to structure, compartmentalize, and separate cells with 

different functions. Despite their geometrical partition, incorporation of pores or gaps in the 

compartment walls allows direct cell-cell-interaction. Examples of biosynthetic approaches include 

membrane-based devices, channel structures and polymer sheet stamping. These devices involve 

synthetic materials to structure, compartmentalize and separate cells, with pores or gaps in the 

compartment walls that allow cell-cell-interaction. 

3.1.1. Membrane-based OOCs 
Membrane-based OOCs are PDMS-based microfluidic devices with channels separated by thin porous 

membranes, which are fabricated by soft lithography and molding. These systems have been 

extensively used in the past to study the influence of mechanical stimulation or deformation on the 

lung107, kidney glomerulus108 or the influence of cancer drugs on renal tubules109 with various porous 

membrane materials (Figure 2a). The group of Donald Ingber has further developed this approach 

and used a porous, ECM-coated PDMS-membrane system for various organs like the lung45,110, 

gut111,112 and bone-marrow113 that can include mechanical stimulation. They even achieved complete 

Body-on-a-Chip systems by coupling various OOCs on a specially designed platform44,114. Each Organ-

on-a-Chip consisted of a square microfluidic channel (400 x 100 µm) separated by a membrane with 

10 µm small pores lined on the vascular side by endothelial cells and by tissue-specific cells on the 

parenchymal side. Using a robotic pipetting system, medium could be transferred between the organ 

containing wells, or withdrawn for individual drug conversion and metabolic product analysis114. In 

these models, cells exhibited tight intercellular junctions through the gaps in the membrane, which 

was successfully employed to model the drug uptake and metabolic response of the organs44. It also 

demonstrated that Bodies-on-Chips could accurately predict the metabolic conversion of drugs, 



indicating that the smart combination of OOC devices can greatly improve the significance of toxicity 

studies in pharmaceutical research44.  

3.1.2. Parallel channel based OOCs 
Parallel channel OOC systems are based on a microfluidic chip that is sectioned into various parallel 

channels, which are connected via small gaps in the channel wall. Two perfusable channels, a 

vascular endothelial cell lined channel and a channel for the inlet of organ-specific medium, are the 

basis for these OOCs. These devices are similar to membrane-based approaches regarding the 

synthetic barrier formed between different cell types. However, in contrast to the membrane design 

the cells are not only seeded two-dimensionally, but can be cultured in a 3D-microenvironment. For 

this purpose, one or more hydrogel-filled compartments representing the parenchymal space are 

located between the two channels. The small gaps in the compartment walls enable a direct cell 

contact and can be used to monitor cell interactions, vascular formation and cancer cell invasion.  

Recently, studies on the invasion of breast cancer cells into bone tissue115, on stromal cancer 

invasion116 and on the influence of cancer cells on the endothelial barrier function117 have 

successfully been conducted using parallel channel OOCs. Adriani and colleagues could show that the 

choice of ECs in a blood-brain-barrier model with rat neurons and astrocytes cultured in collagen 

influences the permeability of the barrier. Cerebral microvascular ECs showed lower dextran 

permeability than HUVECs and formed a tight barrier against the neurotransmitter glutamate104 

(Figure 2b).  

3.1.3. Polymer sheet stamping for OOCs 
Zhang et al. presented a specially developed, biodegradable and mechanically tunable polymer 

(POMaC) as an alternative to PDMS in OOCs. In their work, POMaC sheets were UV-patterned on a 

master mold and stamped to form a chip containing a network of channels, cavities and micro-pores 

ranging in sizes of millimeter down to 10 µm118. The stamped sheets are transferred into a 

microfluidic chip and the channel insides are coated with gelatin, which allowed the seeded HUVEC 

to form a tight endothelial lining. Embryonic SC derived hepatocytes or cardiomyocytes with hMSC as 

support cells were casted in Matrigel in the parenchymal space to create sophisticated Livers- and 

Hearts-on-a-Chip. They also studied the conversion of the antihistamine terfernadine and how the 

addition of thymosin promoted angiogenesis through the micro-pores into the surrounding 

hepatocyte space (Figure 2c). This platform was further advanced by Lai et al. using a slightly 

modified polymer and a single straight channel to fit into a 96-well plate array119. They included 

carbon electrodes for the electrical stimulation of hiPSC-derived cardiomyocytes and measured the 

contraction with integrated microcantilevers. With a further developed Body-on-a-Chip device, they 

could demonstrate an increased tumor toxicity of the cancer drug Tegafur by coupling a liver and a 

breast cancer tissue chamber. Even more, cancer cell invasion into the liver tissue through the 

fabricated vasculature could be detected.  

 



 

Figure 2: A membrane-based Glomerulus-on-a-Chip with endothelial cells and podocytes108 (a), parallel PDMS channels of 
endothelial cells, astrocytes and neurons as a blood-brain-barrier chip104 (b) and PoMAC sheet pattering and stamping for a 
Heart-on-a-Chip as well as a Liver-on-a-Chip118 (c).  

3.1.4. Comparison and summary of biosynthetic OOCs 
Among the described biosynthetic OOC fabrication methods specific difference can be observed. In 

polymer sheet stamping and parallel channel based OOCs cells can be cultured within a three-

dimensional environment. In contrast, membrane-based approaches provide a rather planar cell 

seeding surface. Even though the planar culture does not recapitulate native tissue, it allows 

controlled cellular positioning and thereby facilitates microscopy and immunostaining analysis. The 

nutrient supply strategy also differs among the presented methods. In all channel and most 

membrane-based devices, cell-specific medium is supplied through the parenchymal channel side 

and not through the endothelium-lined channel. This offers practical cell culture advantages, but at 

the same time provides a less biomimetic environment. For instance, cell-specific medium can be 

easily administered, therefore avoiding possible conflicts in different nutrient preferences of 

included cell types. However, the medium directly reaches the cells without passing the endothelial 

barrier, which would naturally control the permeability of drugs, small molecules, respiratory gases, 

and nutrients.  

In biosynthetic fabrication approaches, the chips are generally fabricated by lithographic techniques, 

which offer a great freedom concerning the complexity and size of the fabricated structures. So far, 

the presented works on parallel channels and membrane-based devices mostly integrate channels 

with sizes in the range of arterioles, ranging from 120 µm to a millimeter in width at heights of 

around 100 – 200 µm. The high resolution of the lithography processes, which could principally be 

used to produce capillary vessels, indicates the promising future potential of biosynthetic approaches 

and gives reason to expect further exciting studies in this area.  

Despite their differences, all presented biosynthetic fabrication approaches have in common that a 
synthetic material is used to partially separate different co-cultivated cell types in the area under 
investigation. A limited but precisely controllable contact area is given either through the pores of a 
membrane or through gaps in the channel wall enabling direct cell-cell-contact and cell-cell-signaling. 
Potential drawbacks or side effects of the localized and limited contact area, such as localized drug 
uptake, undesired mechanical or biological cues caused by the elevated material stiffness, or general 
lack of an uninterrupted endothelial interface have not been reported yet, and merit further 
investigation. On the other hand, biosynthetic approaches offer a great control over cell distribution 
and can provide specifically tailored material as well as medium properties for every cell type. Even 
more easy coupling to complex perfusion systems was shown for Bodies-on-a-Chip44, cell-cell 
interaction studies104, and monitoring of cancer invasion116.  
 
A detailed overview over the presented works based on biosynthetic approaches is given in Table 2 

at the end of this review. 



3.2. Biomimetic vascular structures  
Biomimetic production approaches try to mimic both the vascular anatomy and physiology of native 

tissue and often incorporate natural hydrogels as bioactive materials. An important feature that 

distinguishes biomimetic from biosynthetic models presented before is that no synthetic material 

separating the cells is left in the vascularized area after production. Fabrication approaches of open, 

perfusable channels in a hydrogel matrix are highly versatile, ranging in size and shapes from a few 

micrometers to millimeters and can be round or rectangular. 

3.2.1. PDMS stamping 
Early works on vascularized hydrogels use traditional soft lithography processes to create a PDMS 

stamp. This stamp can either be directly casted in a hydrogel such as agarose120,121 or act as a master 

mold for a sacrificial gel like gelatin first43,122. A typical example are Golden and Tien, who used 

classical soft lithography to create a very fine hexagonal mesh with microchannel sizes down to 6 µm. 

Their device supported endothelial growth and perfusion inside the channels with dermal fibroblasts 

in a hydrogel of choice casted around the channel network43.  An innovative method was presented 

by He et al., who exploited naturally occurring fine hierarchical networks by copying the leaf venation 

of a mulberry leaf in agarose to create a simple liver model with HUVEC inside the channels and 

HepG2 cells in agarose 121. This model was further improved by the same group to feed hydrogel-cell 

mixtures in PDMS-casted microwells via a PDMS cast of the leaf venation123. By scanning the leaf, a 

complex CAD-model was generated as an enhancement of the process, since the digital model 

enables precise placement of the 2 mm wide microwells for optimal nutrient supply124. The PDMS-

casted device was used as a Body-on-a-Chip platform with a HepG2-HUVEC cell mixture in fibrin as 

liver tissue and a hMSC-HUVEC mixture as bone tissue to study the invasion of pancreatic cancer cells 

(Figure 3a). The inclusion of HUVEC in the tissue led to the formation of open lumen structures inside 

the chambers and with that to an enhanced nutrient and oxygen delivery inside the chambers.  

3.2.2. Hydrogel casting 
Hydrogel casting around structures is a very common method and is employed in other approaches 

as well. Simple channel systems can be formed by placing one or multiple needles or rods inside a 

microfluidic chip and casting a hydrogel of choice around125. With coaxial needles, Hasan et al. fully 

reproduced the arterial structure with HUVEC, fibroblasts and smooth muscle cells in GelMA (Figure 

3b)126. Since casting of rods or needles is limited in geometry and number, they were replaced with 

the emergence of 3D printing by extrusion printed fibers. Just as before, the printed fibers with a 

diameter of down to 100 µm are first embedded in a hydrogel and pulled out afterwards. Connecting 

these tissues to a pump system leads to perfused OOCs. This method has been used to create 

vascular networks in a cast of various hydrogels containing pre-osteoblasts127 or liver cells128, with the 

inside of the channels lined with HUVEC (Figure 3c). In contrast to needle casting, the channel 

network can be printed in regular or even chaotic ways and the cross-sectional size can be tailored by 

the nozzle diameter. The drawback remains that the fibers have to be removed manually later on, 

hindering the creation of more complex structures and vascular networks.     

To generate even more biomimetic, vascularized Organs-on-a-Chip, 3D-bioprinting technology 

recently gained particular attention77,129. Instead of solely 3D-printing the vessel template, it allows 

parallel printing of vessels, voids, ducts and multiple spatially organized cell types. It is therefore 

considered as a key technology for the production of biomimetic tissues and vascularized OOCs. 

Various production strategies using 3D-bioprinting exist for OOC-devices, such as direct130 and 

sacrificial63 3D-bioprinting or coaxial nozzle extrusion52,62. 

 

 



 

Figure 3: Various production techniques that require casting of a master mold in an ECM material. Examples contain the 
copy of a plant leaf venation in PDMS to create vascular networks that support liver and bone tissue in fibrin124 (a), coaxial 
nozzle casting in GelMA for a complete artery structure with HUVEC, fibroblasts and SMC126 (b), and 3D-printed agarose 
fibers casted in a hydrogel of choice and lined with HUVEC127 (c). 

3.2.3. 3D-bioprinting with sacrificial materials 
The use of sacrificial materials is a common technique to create open and perfusable channel 

structures. Vessel structures are often 3D-bioprinted with a sacrificial material, which is afterwards 

removed thermally or chemically. The surrounding, stable ECM materials are either casted around 

the printed structure or directly printed as well. The most common sacrificial materials are gelatin, as 

it dissolves at cell culture temperatures, and Pluronic F 127, which liquefies when cooled below 4°C. 

Several advantages of extrusion or drop-based 3D-bioprinting with sacrificial materials over soft 

lithography or stereolithography (SL) printing exist. These include the simple implementation of 

multi-material printing, the lack of potentially toxic cross-linkers when using natural hydrogels, and 

the shape of the formed vessels, which are truly round and mimic the native vessel shape. Complex, 

branching, and three-dimensional networks are the result of this print process and do not require 

manual removal steps. 

For any production technique, many research groups turn to gelatin as sacrificial material63. Using 

gelatin in combination with extrusion printing, Lee and Cho fabricated a very straightforward Liver-

on-a-Chip. They chose a simple design with a single 400 µm wide, 15 mm long straight channel lined 

with HUVEC and HepG2 casted in a collagen matrix91. The design itself is very plain, yet the housing is 

highly notable, as it was printed with PCL on glass instead of produced by PDMS molding. A 

comparison of the albumin and urea secretion of cells cultured in the PCL chip with those in a fully 

PDMS-based chip showed that PCL has much lower protein absorption. This highlights that the choice 

of chip material has a significant influence on the outcome of gene expression assays in OOCs.   

Schöneberg et al. also employed gelatin as a sacrificial core material with HUVEC and a surrounding 

fibrin layer with SMC, which they multilayer-printed with a microvalve drop-on-demand printer. 

Fibroblasts in a collagen gel were then cast around the printed vasculature to fully recreate a 

perfusable three-layer artery model27. In a similar approach, Campos and co-workers created a 

vascularized model of the neural stem cell niche. iPSC derived neural progenitor cells were printed 

together with HUVEC-coated vasculature and dynamically cultured in a perfusable microfluidic chip 

(Figure 4a)131.  

The group of Jennifer Lewis has developed an extrusion-based printing platform with Pluronic F 127 

as sacrificial material that has been successfully used over the years. Kolesky et al. showed in 2016 

that centimeter-thick printed and vascularized tissue models remain viable for over 6 weeks132,133. 

The sacrificial vessel network as well as an hMSC-containing gelatin-fibrin network were extrusion 

printed and casted in a gelatin-fibrin matrix containing hNDF. Seeding of endothelial cells inside the 

600 µm large channels after thermal removal of Pluronic led to the formation of a tight endothelial 

lining with good barrier functions. The same platform was used by Homan et al. to print perfusable 



renal proximal tubules formed by proximal tubule epithelial cells. The centimeter long tubules were 

housed in a gelatin-fibrin matrix with rat fibroblasts as stromal cells. Culture under perfusion for over 

two months led to a tight epithelial layer and the cells reacted to the nephrotoxin Cyclosporine A134. 

This model was modified by Lin et al., who added a vascular channel lined by glomerular 

microvascular endothelial cells next to the tubule channel135. A study on the albumin uptake and 

glucose reabsorption was successfully conducted and the cross talk of the proximal tubule epithelial 

cells with the endothelium during hyperglycemia monitored (Figure 4b). 

Miller and co-workers chose a very different material for their Liver-on-a-Chip containing HUVEC and 

primary rat hepatocytes. They developed a carbohydrate-dextran glass material that can be 

embedded in any type of ECM material containing the parenchymal cell type of choice. The glass 

shows a good stability after printing and can form complex structures with vessel diameters of 

around 100 µm (Figure 4c)136. This is the smallest vessel diameter of any extrusion or drop-based 

printing approach observed in our study. It demonstrates the importance of tailoring material 

properties to the selected bioprinting process in order to fully exploit its capabilities. 

3.2.4. 3D-stereolithography bioprinting 
Stereolithography was the first 3D-printing technique invented, but its use in bioprinting is limited 

due to the photoinitiators, the comparably large ink volume needed and that for a long time only one 

material could be used at a time. Recent advances have made the sequential input of various inks 

possible130, but the process is still time-consuming and requires manual work. Nevertheless, 

stereolithography is an appealing technique as it offers a much higher resolution than other 3D-

printing technologies and does not require sacrificial materials for the fabrication of open channels.  

One of the first groups to sequentially print various cell inks in a DLP based printer were Ma et al. in 

2016, who used stem cell laden GelMa and hyaluronic acid to print complex hexagonal liver 

lobules130. Zhu and co-workers used the same technique and materials, but demonstrated that their 

vascular network could be made perfusable by adding hyaluronidase, which degraded the GelMA-HA 

ink. Their liver model consisted of HepG2 cells with mouse fibroblasts as perivascular cells around a 

HUVEC network, but it was implanted and assessed in vivo instead of being used as OOC137. They also 

improved the resolution of the print process compared to Ma’s work and printed a network 

mimicking the rat capillary network ranging in size from 5 to 50 µm, proving the exceptional 

resolution of stereolithography printing (Figure 4d). 

Grigoyan et al. presented that open vascular networks could be directly printed in PEG-DA138. They 

printed a full lung model with a 250 µm wide, perfusable vascular network around empty alveolar air 

ducts. They encapsulated human lung fibroblasts in the bulk hydrogel and lined the alveolar ducts 

with alveolar epithelial cells. Although no endothelial lining of vessels was included in their Lung-on-

a-Chip, perfusion with blood, cyclic ventilation and monitoring of oxygen transfer between blood and 

alveolar channels was shown to be possible. The same group also printed a Liver-on-a-Chip by placing 

rat hepatocyte aggregates in a fibrin gel chamber and seeding their vascular channels with HUVEC 

(Figure 4e). 

3.2.5. Comparison and summary of biomimetic OOCs 
The overview of possible biomimetic fabrication strategies highlights the diversity and flexibility of 

available methods. Classic fabrication methods such as soft lithography and molding offer the highest 

resolution of all presented technologies, with minimum vessel sizes in the range of native capillaries. 

However, the production of the master mold is time consuming and requires expensive machinery. 

Multilayered, 3D vascular structures can only be achieved by manual stacking of multiple single 

layers. Instead, 3D-bioprinting offers the possibility to create branched and intricate vessel networks 

covering various length scales, and multi-material, 3D-architectures can be fabricated in a short time. 



Open channels for vascular networks or for air ventilation can be simply designed. With sacrificial 

materials, channels with round cross-sections that mimic the native vessel shape can be formed. 

However, the resolution of channels generated by direct bioprinting is so far limited to approximately 

100 µm. In addition, large-scale networks struggle with the required mechanical rigidity during 

fabrication, which requires careful tailoring of the bioink. Furthermore, 3D-bioprinting can generate 

multi-layered vessels that reproduce the complex cellular architecture of arterioles or arteries with 

smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts surrounding the endothelium. This has been demonstrated with 

drop-based27,139,140 and coaxial nozzle extrusion52,62 bioprinting.  Multi-layer fabrication is complex, 

time-consuming and still limited to diameters of over 400 µm, which so far prevented it from being 

incorporated into vascularized OOCs.  

A general advantage of biomimetic fabrication is the absence of synthetic material in the cellular 

microenvironment, enabling direct cell-cell contact between vasculature and surrounding 

parenchymal and stromal cells. The drawbacks include the low productivity, elaborate manual work 

and limited reproducibility, as well as reduced control over the cellular arrangement and over 

immunohistological assays.  

A detailed overview over the presented works based on biomimetic approaches is given in  
Table 3 at the end of this review. 

 

Figure 4: 3D-printing of sacrificial materials such as gelatin using a DoD printer131(a), extrusion printed Pluronic F-127135 (b) 
or carbohydrate-glass136 casted in ECM materials (c). Stereolithographic printing of hepatic tissue141(d) and kidney or 
inflatable lung analogues containing various alveoli structures138 (e).  

 



3.3. Self-assembled microvascular networks  
Endothelial cells seeded in a hydrogel matrix can form intricate microvascular networks on their own. 

This capability for self-assembly of vascular networks has two possible origins. The first one, 

vasculogenesis, refers to a complete new formation of vascular structures by endothelial progenitor 

cells, while the process of capillary sprouting from existing blood vessels is called angiogenesis26. An 

anastomosis describes the connection of these new vascular networks to a larger, pre-existing blood 

vessel142.  

These self-assembled microvascular networks can be utilized to incorporate small vessel networks in 

OOCs. This is most commonly done by culturing endothelial cells in a hydrogel matrix between larger, 

perfused channels that mimic arterial and venous flow. Interestingly, these medium feeding channels 

are mostly generated based on biosynthetic or biomimetic fabrication strategies, including parallel 

channels143, injection-molded devices103, membrane-separated sections42 or round channels that are 

3D-bioprinted with sacrificial gelatin139,140,144,145. The pre-fabricated channels can be the source of 

endothelial cells for angiogenesis, or can be connected to the self-assembled vascular networks via 

anastomosis for targeted perfusion of the networks.  

In the past years, self-assembly platforms to study angiogenesis or vasculogenesis have been 

extensively investigated. Researchers have studied the vascular formation of HUVEC in dependence 

of co-cultured cells146,147, flow rates148–150 or supplied growth factors151. Aside from fibrin and 

collagen, angiogenesis is also possible in RGD-modified PEG106, GelMA152 and thymosin β4-

hydrogel153. The size of the created blood-vessels can also be tailored by the device architecture, as 

was shown by Yeon et al., who guided the angiogenesis to the desired vessel size with a PDMS ladder 

structure154.  

3.3.1. Microvascular self-assembly in parallel channel devices 
A device set-up with parallel channels is a common choice and has been employed by Bang et al. for 

a blood-brain-barrier model with HUVEC, lung fibroblasts and rat astrocytes143. Campisi et al. chose 

the same device design, but they presented a fully human blood-brain-barrier model with primary 

pericytes and astrocytes as well as hiPSC-derived ECs48 (Figure 5a). Their Brain-on-a-Chip exhibited a 

smaller vessel diameter of around 20 µm, higher capillary network complexity, higher protein 

expression and lower dextran permeability when ECs were cultured with astrocytes and pericytes 

instead of only pericytes. These characteristics come close to the in vivo BBB regarding vessel size, 

permeability and basal lamina composition (Figure 1 and Table 1).  

A similar device setup with diamond-shaped chambers lined by 100 x 100 µm channels was 

presented by the group of Christopher Hughes148. In this device, angiogenesis and anastomosis of 

endothelial colony-forming cell-derived ECs in co-culture with lung fibroblasts was completed after 

5 - 7 days of culture, with a natively formed basal lamina comprising collagen I and IV155. For a 

Cancer-on-a-Chip model, they cultured six different cancer cell lines together with ECs and fibroblasts 

in a fibrin gel. The cancer cells spontaneously formed spheroids that were connected to the 

microvascular networks. They observed differences in growth rate, vessel formation and collagen 

deposition for each tumor type and detected varying responses to various FDA-approved anti-cancer 

drugs. Phan et al. further developed this platform to fit into a 96-well plate and also observed a 

stronger reaction of colorectal cancer cells in 3D- and tri-culture to these anti-cancer drugs compared 

to mono- or 2D-culture156. This device can be combined with standard well plates, requires only small 

volumes of media and is driven by hydrostatic pressure. Additionally, endothelial lining of the 

channels reduces unspecific absorbance of the underlying PDMS. Their system could accurately 

predict tumor reaction to drugs, included the connection of the self-assembled tumors to a vascular 

network and exhibited basal lamina production (Figure 5b). 



3.3.2. Radially oriented microvascular self-assembly 
The group around Noo Li Jeon avoided the use of PDMS due to its previously described challenges 

regarding scalability and small molecule absorption84. Instead, they injection-molded circular devices 

in polystyrene on pressure-sensitive adhesive coated polycarbonate157 that could be placed into 96-

well-plates158. By filling the devices with fibrin gel and either lung fibroblasts or HUVEC, 

vascularization and dose-dependent response to angiogenetic inhibitors could be monitored 157,158 

(Figure 5c). The addition of spacing between the chambers was employed for a versatile BBB-model. 

Human brain microvascular ECs and fibroblasts were co-cultured on one side of the channel and 

formed vessel networks reaching into the central chamber, where they connected to human 

astrocytes159. The same group modified the platform to house a 500 µm large glioblastoma tumor 

spheroid in its center. HUVECs showed a changed morphology and angiogenic sprouting in presence 

of the tumor compared to a single co-culture with fibroblasts103. This result underlines the great 

influence of parenchymal cells on the vasculature morphology and function. The device could be a 

suitable platform for the pharmaceutical industry as injection molding based fabrication processes 

can be easily scaled up. The small size, resulting in fast vascularization within only 4 days, and the 

combination with standard microplates are additional benefits, though perfusion of the device has 

yet to be incorporated. 

3.3.3. Combined vascularization approaches 
Two groups have presented an OOC where self-assembly approaches are combined with biosynthetic 

interfaces. Here, a parallel channel setup forms the basis for the generation of self-assembled 

vascular networks. These networks are later combined with a membrane-based interface over an 

open-top setup, where parenchymal cells can be placed on top to model cellular barriers or 

interfaces. Paek et al. presented a device made of PDMS with a hydrogel-cell mix containing fibrin, 

HUVEC and lung fibroblasts between 400 µm wide microfluidic channels42. The cells formed a tight 

vessel network with diameters of 10 – 25 µm and underwent anastomosis to the inlet channels in 7 

days. The open-top design allowed the study the retinal pigment epithelium and microvasculature 

interface. HiPSC derived retinal epithelial cells (RPE) interfaced with organ-specific primary retinal 

microvascular ECs and choroidal fibroblasts in a specifically tailored fibrin-collagen I hydrogel 

exhibited a 50 % increase in specific basal lamina production and a 2.5-fold increase in pigmentation 

in contact with the capillary network. The culture of an adipose-tissue model based on human 

adipose derived SC and primary microvascular ECs was possible for 49 days, which was enabled 

through a functional vascular network, providing long-term nutrient and oxygen supply. This work 

also underlined the importance of ECs in stem cell differentiation as well as their role in determining 

size and structure of the formed vascular network. Even more, the integration of a lung tumor 

spheroid to the vascular network was also possible and resulted in an increased reaction to anti-

cancer drugs (Figure 5d).  

While most researchers use PDMS soft lithography to produce their chip, Park et al. 3D-printed parts 
of the microfluidic chip with PLA for a Lung-on-a-Chip model147. The tissue model itself was 
bioprinted with microvascular ECs and lung fibroblasts in a tracheal mucosa dECM material. Besides 
its innate suitability as mucosa model material, the ECM exhibited positive angiogenic effects. Finally, 
human tracheal epithelial cells were cultured in a transwell insert and placed on top of the vessel 
network. The contact area between epithelium and vascular network increased the epithelium 
differentiation, showed significantly higher transepithelial electrical resistance comparable to human 
donors, and a strong mucus reaction to the addition of interleukin 13 as an asthmatic inducer. 
 



 

Figure 5: Vascular formation in a hydrogel matrix  in a device based on a parallel chip geometry for a blood-brain-barrier 
model48(a) or Cancer-on-a-Chip 155,156 (b), in an injection molded PS chip for ocular angiogenesis157 (c) and as a combination 
of parallel channels and membrane on top for a Retina- and Cancer-on-a-Chip42 (d). 

3.3.4. Comparison and summary of self-assembled microvascular networks 
The presented works prove the importance of vasculature on the function of any type of 

parenchyma, that the type of endothelial cell determines the characteristics of the vascular network 

and that the existence of such a network influences gene expression and cellular proliferation. By 

preparing larger channels and inducing de novo vascular formation, multiple scales and morphologies 

of vasculature can be achieved naturally only through dynamic interactions of endothelial cells with 

the ECM, pro-angiogenic factors, co-cultured cells as well as applied fluid flow149. The capability of 

endothelial cells to spontaneously form very small, branched and connected capillary networks 

directly interfacing parenchymal and stromal cells with intrinsic barrier function is so far unachieved 

by artificial fabrication technologies. However, their major shortcoming is the time consuming 

fabrication. Depending on the device size, four to ten days are required to accomplish complete 

vascular formation including anastomosis to the feeding channels. Additionally, only limited control 

over the cellular arrangement inside the bulk hydrogel is given, as was shown with the spontaneous 

spheroid formation of tumor cells155.   

Nevertheless, the power of this strategy lies in the versatility of fabrication approaches for the 

general device, where biomimetic and biosynthetic production technologies can be employed. Self-

assembled microvascular networks advance these by adding another dimension of complexity and in 

vivo resemblance with round, branched vessels that form tight cellular junctions in the bulk material. 

A detailed overview over the presented works based on self-assembled microvascular networks is 

given in Table 4 at the end of this review. 

4. Summary and outlook 
Organs-on-a-chip are an important tool for research on cell-cell interaction, matrix influence and of 

an organ’s response to drug delivery. The inclusion of vasculature becomes especially critical for 

studies on drug reaction40, tumor medication29 and even virus uptake160,161, since these mechanisms 

can only be realistically simulated with an endothelial lined vascular network.  

In this review, a classification of vascularized OOC devices into biosynthetic, biomimetic and self-

assembled vascular systems was presented. Biosynthetic devices spatially organize cells with 

synthetic materials in the area under investigation, while biomimetic OOCs try to mimic the native 

morphology with hydrogels. Devices that utilize the innate capability of endothelial cells to 

spontaneously form microvessel networks are describes as self-assembled microvascular systems.  

This classification is not always clear-cut, as the transition is smooth, especially between self-

assembled networks and biosynthetic fabrication approaches. In particular, the spatio-temporal 

region of interest for the planned cell biological and pharmacological investigation must be 

considered for the classification. As shown in this work, a biosynthetic or biomimetic chip design can 



be vascularized by a self-assembled microvascular network after a couple of days145,148. If the 

interaction of the grown capillary network with the surrounding parenchyma is the focus of the 

planned study, such design would be considered as a self-assembled vascular OOC48,155. If the 

interface of the endothelial lined biosynthetic or biomimetic channel with adjacent cells marks the 

objective of the study, e.g. in tumor invasion studies116 or endothelium-epithelium barrier 

studies45,110, the OOC would be classified according to the definition of the originating channel type.  

In general, biosynthetic approaches proved to be a good platform for studies of barrier functions, 

cell-cell interactions and cell behavior under flow conditions. The use of synthetic materials such as 

PDMS in the devices is critical, as synthetic materials show a strong small molecule absorbance, 

which possibly affects the outcome of quantitative biomolecule secretion studies83. Synthetic 

materials also possess mechanical properties different to native ECM, which influences cell 

proliferation and particularly stem cell differentiation68. Additional research is also required 

regarding the influence of the limited contact area of cells through the membrane pores or gaps in 

the channel walls. Although the application of synthetic material does not fully reflect the native 

tissue architecture, the biosynthetic OOCs presented proved to be a powerful and popular tool. Their 

primary strength originates from the fact that the properties of the synthetic barrier can be precisely 

controlled. Thus, cell-cell-signaling of different cell populations can be studied and modulated with 

high precision.   

Biomimetic fabrication approaches aim to recreate the direct contact between vascular networks 

and parenchyma, and employ hydrogels with ECM-like mechanical and bioactive properties. In all 

presented works, the trade-off between minimum resolution and production speed in the fabrication 

of vasculature is apparent. The presented endothelial cell lined structures predominantly exhibited a 

diameter of more than 100 µm, demonstrating the limited spatial resolution of most bioprinting 

techniques129. In contrast, soft lithography and stereolithography printing offer feature sizes of only a 

few micrometers, but either require extensive manual work and expensive lithographic equipment to 

create micro-molds, or have a limited material selection with time-consuming ink-changing steps. 

Additionally, lithography is unable to create truly round shapes, either due to the rectangular mold or 

because of the minimum step size of SL printers77. This deviates from the natural vessel shape and 

affects flow dynamics. Whether this results in quantifiable and biofunctional restrictions should be 

subject of future research. 

As of today, the presented biomimetic and biosynthetic fabrication approaches cannot produce both 

very fine and large vessels in a short time and in all three dimensions. Combining an engineered 

vessel network with self-assembled capillary networks is a solution to this size-problem. Branched, 

small and natively formed capillary networks can connect to the fabricated channel networks and 

provide direct cellular contact to parenchymal and stromal cells159. The presented studies 

demonstrated the great influence of the choice of endothelial and parenchymal cells on vessel 

morphology and gene expression42,48.  

This review showed that different technologies are available for vascularized OOC. This offers 

researchers a great variety of methods, but also demands careful consideration on which type of 

OOC design is best suited for the biological process under study. The interplay of materials, device 

layout, and cells is intricate and has proven to greatly influence cellular morphology, activity and 

proliferation. The question on the amount, the distribution and size of vascular channels required to 

gain robust results in quantitative studies also deserves attention for further research. Bodies-on-a-

Chip add another level of complexity, since the interplay between various organs and possible 

toxicity of metabolic products on other parts of the human body is included. Vascularized Bodies-on-

a-Chip have demonstrated that they yield pharmacokinetic parameters similar to those found in 

human patients and can play a valuable and meaningful role in pharmaceutical research44,119.  



These results highlight that research on complex vascular OOC devices has only just begun. There is 

still a long way ahead until the inclusion of vasculature into OOC devices will be a standard in 

research and development.  Whether vascular OOC devices can one day successfully predict drug 

efficiency and therefore shorten expensive phase II clinical studies remains to be proven. If so, the 

much higher costs and time requirements compared to standardized, high-throughput screening 

assays could be compensated, and a gold-standard for future pharmaceutical research would be set. 
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Table 2: Overview over presented biosynthetic fabrication strategies. 
Technology Organ Cells Materials Channel dimensions Chamber / membrane dimensions Authors 

Membrane-based 

Lung 
A549 alveolar epithelial cells 

primary murine alveolar epithelial cells 
PDMS chip 

PDMS membrane 
6 mm length 
6 mm width 

100 µm membrane 
107 

Kidney glomerulus 
mice glomerular ECs 

MPC-5 podocytes 

PDMS chip 
PC membrane 

BME membrane coating 

100 µm height, 
1000 µm width 
10 mm length 

10 µm membrane 
10 µm pores 

108 

Kidney proximal tubule primary proximal tubule epithelial cells 
PDMS chip 

polyester membrane 
collagen IV membrane coating 

100 µm height 
1000 µm width 

1 cm length 

10 µm membrane 
0.4 µm pores 

109 

Lung 
primary human airway epithelial cells 

primary human lung microvascular ECs 

PDMS chip 
polyester membrane 

collagen I membrane coating 

1000 µm width 
200/1000 µm height 

16.7 mm length 

10 µm membrane 
0.4 µm pores 

110 

Gut 
intestinal epithelial cells Caco-2 

lactobacillus rhamnosus 

PDMS chip 
PDMS membrane 

collagen I + matrigel membrane coating 

150 µm height 
1000 µm width 

30 µm membrane 
10 µm pores 

112 

Bone 
primary bone marrow stromal cells 

primary CD34+ hemapoetic stem cells 

PDMS chip 
PDMS membrane 

fibrin + collagen membrane coating 

1 mm width 
1 mm/200 µm height 

16.7 mm length 

50 µm membrane 
7 µm pores 

113 

Gut/Liver/Kidney 
Lung 

HUVEC 
primary liver sinusoidal microvascular ECs 

A549 alveolar epithelial cells 
pulmonary microvascular ECs 
human primary hepatocytes 

primary human renal proximal tubule epithelial cells 
intestinal epithelial Caco-2 cells 

PDMS chip 
PDMS or PC membrane 

fibrinogen, collagen I, matrigel coating 

400 µm width 
100 µm length 

10 µm membrane 
10 µm pores 

44,45,111 

Parallel channels 

Breast cancer 
osteodifferentiated human bone marrow-derived MSC 

MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer cells 
HUVEC 

PDMS chip 
poly-D-lysine channel coating 

collagen I chamber filling 

150 µm width 
120 µm height 

225 µm width 

115 

Breast cancer 

MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer 
MCF-10A human mammary epithelial cells 

human neonatal dermal fibroblasts 
HUVEC 

PDMS chip 
collagen I 

120 µm height 
300-440 µm width 

3.2 mm length 

100 µm height 
120 µm width 

116 

Various cancer types 

human fibrosarcoma HT1080 
breast carcinoma MDA-MB-231 

microvascular EC / HUVEC 
murine macrophage cell line RAW264.7 

PDMS chip 
collagen I 

500 µm width 
1750 µm length 
240 µm height 

750 µm width 

117 

Blood-brain-barrier 
human primary cerebral microvascular ECs 

primary rat astocytes + neurons 

PDMS chip 
collagen I 

poly-D-lysine channel coating 

920 µm width 
190 µm height 

4.36 mm length 
580 µm width 

104 

Polymer sheet 
stamping 

Liver 
Myocardium 

HUVEC 
hMSC 

hESC derived hepatocytes 
primary rat hepatocytes 

neonatal rat cardiomyocytes 

POMaC 
PDMS and PC chip 

gelatin coating of channels 
matrigel chamber 

100 µm height 
100 µm width 

5 x 3.2 mm2 
700 µm height 

20 - 100 µm pores 
25 µm membrane 

118 

Liver 
Myocardium 
Breast cancer 

HUVEC 
HepG2 

hiPSC derived cardiomyocytes 
breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 

POMaBC 
PDMS and PC chip 

gelatin coating of channels 
fibrin gel chamber 

100 µm width 
100 µm height 

4 x 3 x 2 mm3 
15 µm pores 

50 µm membrane 

119 



 
Table 3: Overview over presented biomimetic fabrication strategies. 
 

Production method Organ Cells Materials Minimum vessel size Device size Authors 

Soft lithography 

Liver AML-12 hepatocytes agarose 50 x 70 µm 1.25 mm x 1.25 mm x 3 cm 120 

Skin 
human dermal microvascular ECs 

human dermal fibroblasts 
sacrificial gelatin 

casted collagen I/fibrin/matrigel 
6 - 50 µm 10 mm2, 1 mm deep 

43 

Blood vessel 
HUVEC 

human brain perivascular cells 
human umbilical arterial SMC 

sacrificial gelatin 
casted collagen I 

100 x 100 µm 20 x 20 x 1.2 mm3 

122 

Liver 
HepG2 
HUVEC 

agarose 
collagen I coating 

30 x 150 µm leaf size (cm2 area) 
121 

Liver HepG2 
PDMS device 

casted collagen I 
< 30 µm diameter 

500 µm culture chamber diameter 
leaf size (cm2 area) 

123 

Liver 
Bone 

Cancer 

HepG2 
hMSC 

HUVEC 
PANC-1 cancer cells 

PDMS device 
casted fibrin 

< 30 µm diameter 
2 mm culture chamber diameter 

leaf size (cm2 area) 

124 

Needle casting 

Blood vessel 
HUVEC 

rat aortic SMCs 
3T3 fibroblasts 

GelMA 
120 µm inner diameter 
500 µm layer thickness 
1.2 mm outer diameter 

15 mm length 

126 

Blood vessel 
HUVEC 

human dermal microvascular ECs 
human perivascular cells 

collagen I 75 - 150 µm 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 cm 

125 

3D printed fiber pulling 

Bone 
MC3T3 mouse pre-osteoblasts 

HUVEC 
agarose 

casted GelMA, PEG-DA, PEGDMA, SPELA 
150 - 500 µm approx. 10 x 10 x 3 mm3 

127 

Liver HepG2 
agarose 

casted GelMA 
100 µm 1 x 2 x 0.5 cm3 

128 

Coaxial nozzle printing 

Blood vessel 
HUVEC 
hMSC 

alginate-GelMA-PEG-TA 
400 µm inner 
500 µm outer 

8 x 9 x 7 mm3 
52 

Blood vessel 
Urethelium 

HUVEC 
hMSC 

urothelial cells + urethelial SMC 

GelMA 
alginate 

PEG acrylate 

600 µm inner 
1000 µm outer 

centimeter length 

62 

Sacrificial extrusion printing 

Liver 
HUVEC 
HepG2 

sacrificial gelatin 
collagen I 

PCL-printed chip 
200 µm 1.5 x 1.5 x 15 mm3 

91 

Blood vessel 
HUVEC 

10T1/2 mouse fibroblast 
Human neonatal dermal fibroblasts 

sacrificial Pluronic F-127 
GelMA 

150 µm 15 x 15 x 1 mm3 

133 

Blood vessel 
Bone 

HUVEC 
hMSC - differentiated into osteoblasts 

Human neonatal dermal fibroblasts 

sacrificial Pluronic F-127 
gelatin-fibrin 

600 µm 10 cm3 

132 

Kidney 
RPTEC/TERT1 proximal tubule epithelial cells 

Human neonatal dermal fibroblasts 
glomerular microvascular ECs 

sacrificial Pluronic F-127 
gelatin-fibrin-transglutamase 

400 µm centimeter length 

134,135 

Liver 
HUVEC 

primary rat hepatocytes 
sacrificial carbohydrate-dextran glass 

agarose, PEG, alginate, fibrin 
100 µm 10 x 20 x 2.4 mm3 

136 



Microvalve drop printing Blood vessel 
HUVEC 

human umbilical artery SMCs 
human dermal normal fibroblasts 

sacrificial gelatin 
fibrin-collagen coating 

casted collagen 
600 µm 16 x 1.5 x 1 mm3 

27 

Microvalve drop printing 
Extrusion printing 

Brain 
Cancer 

murine neural progenitor cells 
hiPSC derived cortical neural progenitor cells 

HUVEC 
breast cancer epithelial spheroids (CF10AT) 

sacrificial gelatin 
RGD-modified elastin-like protein 

2 mm 
8 mm height 

5 mm  diameter 

131 

Stereolithography printing 

Liver 
HUVEC 

C3H/10T1/2 mouse fibroblasts 
HepG2 

GelMA 
GelMA + hyaluronic acid 

5 - 250 µm 4 mm x 5 mm x 600 µm 

137 

Lung 
Bone 
Live 

human normal lung fibroblasts 
human lung epithelial cells 

hMSC 
HUVEC 

human neonatal dermal fibroblasts 
primary rat hepatocytes 

PEG-DA + Gel-MA 250 µm 16 x 10 x 4 mm3 

138 

 



Table 4: Overview over presented self-assembled microvascular networks. 

Technology Production method Organ Cells Materials 
Channel 

dimensions 
Chamber dimensions 

Author 

Parallel channels 

PDMS soft lithography 

Blood-brain-barrier HUVEC  
human normal lung fibroblasts 
rat cortical neurons 

PDMS chip 
casted fibrin 

100 µm gaps 750 µm width 143 

Blood-brain-barrier hiPSC derived ECs 
brain pericytes 
astrocytes 

fibrin coated PDMS channels 
fibrin casted gel 

1000 µm width 
150 µm height 
200 µm gaps 

1300 µm width 
150 µm height 

48 

Cancer human normal lung fibroblasts 
endothelial colony-forming cell-derived EC 
colorectal / melanoma / breast cancer cells 

fibrin casted gel 
laminin coated PDMS channels 

100 x 100 µm2 
50 µm gaps 

1 x 2 mm2 diamond 
100 µm height 

155,156 

Injection molding 

Blood vessel 
Brain cancer 

HUVEC 
human normal lung fibroblasts 
brain glioblastoma U87MG 

PS chip 
PS well plate 
casted fibrin 

100 µm height 
2 mm width 

1.5 mm height 
800 µm width 
7 mm length 

103,158 

Brain human brain microvascular ECs 
human normal lung fibroblasts 
human astrocytes 
rat primary neurons + schwann cells 

PS chip 
PS well plate 
casted fibrin 

100 µm height 
1 mm width 
100 µm gaps 

1 mm width 
100 µm height 
7 mm length 

159 

3D extrusion printing Blood vessel HUVEC 
human normal lung / dermal fibroblast 

sacrificial gelatin 
collagen / fibrin 

400 µm x 110 µm 3 mm x 12 mm  139,144,145 

Parallel channels + 
membrane-based 

PDMS soft lithography fat 
retina 
cancer 

human normal lung fibroblasts 
HUVEC 
human adipose microvascular ECs 
retinal ECs + ocular choroid fibroblasts 
iPSC retinal pigment epithelial cells 
A549 human lung adenocarcinoma spheroid 

PDMS chip 
casted fibrin / fibrin-collagen I 

400 µm diameter 1600 µm length 
400 µm height 
400 µm width 
1 x 3 mm connection top 

42 

3D extrusion printing alveoli human dermal microvascular ECs 
human normal lung fibroblasts 
primary human tracheal epithelial cells 

PCL printed chambers 
printed decellularized ECM 
collagen I 

300 µm height 
2 mm width 

36 mm length 
5 mm width 
300 µm height 

162 
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